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WELCOME TO MIND RETAIL
Global Retail News has re-launched as mind 
Retail, a complete economic intelligence 
tool dedicated to the transformation 
of retail and distribution. Your monthly 
publication will continue to help decipher 
the transformations of the retail industry, 
understand new players and delve into new 
practices. We now include regular meetings 
between retail professionals. to exchange 
views and question themes that will shape 
the ecosystem.
 
A new paradigm is emerging for global 
retailers, which has become particularly 
obvious in the current period. The cover 
story in this March edition illustrates this, 
devoted to retail internationalisation 
strategies in China during the Covid-19 
crisis. 
 
Convinced that these strategic and 
operational transformations are a decisive 
step for retail players, mind Retail will be 
at your side so that the sector contributes 
positively to the economic changes and, 
more generally, to social changes.

Pierre-Yves Platini 
Publisher and C.E.O. of the mind Group

#4 EUROPE
In the U.K., arbitrage of stores has started. 
From John Lewis to Marks & Spencer, time 
has come for British department stores to 
review their retail footprint in depth.
 

#7 ASIA 
Lego. A crisis…really ? For the Danish toy 
retailer, China has become a key growth 
engine, both online and offline.

#5 INTERVIEW 
How to accelerate time to market in the
fashion industry ? An exclusive interview with 
Francesco Zancanaro, Managing Director 
of New Flame, a fashion manufacturing 
company based in Hong Kong.

EDITORIAL

SUMMARY

A CULTURAL REVOLUTION FOR RETAILERS IN CHINA

In China, the digital shift is forcing high-end brands and retailers to innovate at 
breakneck speed. They have to change their state of minds, taking a step back 
from former arrogant postures to adopt more inclusive partnerships. 

The figures speak for themselves. In 2020, 
e-commerce accounted for 45% of retail 
in China, making the country one of the 
most digitalised retail markets in the world. 
With consumers suddenly stuck at home, 
this acceleration has been particularly 
strong for premium brands. According to 
Bain & Co, luxury goods sales jumped by 
48% in China in 2020, reaching nearly €44 
billion. China was the only country where 
the luxury market increased, whilst other 
parts of the world saw a drastic collapse: 
luxury retail sales fell by 26% in Americas, 
by 25% in Japan and by 36% in Europe. It 
is not surprising that China is cited as the 
number one priority for many high-end 
retailers interviewed by mind Retail. This 
is notable for Moncler, Chanel, Burberry, 
Longchamp, Hermès and Jacadi.

Today, China is again a priority market 
for many retailers, ahead of the U.S.A. 
“Many of those who slowed down in Asia 
want to accelerate there again,” explained 
Sylvain Jauze, Director of WW Sales & 
International Operations at the Cegid 
software company. When some premium 
brands want to move to a large country, 

China always comes first”. This is the case, 
for example, of the high-end-outdoor 
clothing brand Fusalp, which operates 45 
stores worldwide for a turnover of €30 
million in the financial year to the end of 
May 2020, including 15% of online sales. 
“We realised that we can’t attack Asia 
and the U.S.A. at the same time, so for 
the moment we are focusing on Asia,” 
said the C.E.O. Alexandre Fauvet. “China 
is a key market for Fusalp as we have to 
be ready for the 2022 Beijing Olympics. 
But it’s also a real battle. It’s expensive in 
terms of marketing and we have to earn a 
reputation for ourselves”. 

Digital at full speed. In the Chinese 
market, international brands also have 
to implement a swift move to full digital 
services and infrastructure. Several have 
done what would have been unthinkable 
only two years ago: opening an e-shop 
on the Tmall Luxury Pavilion, which hosts 
more than 200 luxury brands. Recently, 
Chanel, Hermes and Gucci (Kering) joined 
this Alibaba platform, which is accessible 
via a co-option principle. “For 20 years, 
luxury brands have been obsessed 
with control and consistency,” explains 
Jonathan Siboni, Founder of Luxury’n’sight, 
a company which accompanies luxury 
retailers in foreign markets such as LVMH, 
Dior and La Prairie. “They wanted to 
control 100% of their communication 
and distribution: Vuitton only sold at the 
Vuitton stores, Hermès only at Hermès 
stores. When you fully control both the 
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distribution and communication, it’s 
easy to maintain absolute consistency 
as you’re actually the only one talking 
about yourself. When e-commerce 
arrived 10 years ago, luxury retailers 
replied: “No thanks, we’re not interested, 
we have magnificent stores and the 
Internet will never be able to bring this 
degree of valuation. This is how Net A 
Porter, MyTheresa and Farfetch were 
born. Luxury brands were forced to 
enter the e-commerce arena very late, 
which cost them dearly. The same thing 
happened in terms of communication, 
when they refused to use social media. 
Influencers took over the debate and 
the message instead of them, and 
brands had to catch up. Today, we are 
at an even stronger stage. What is the 
D.N.A. of my brand? Why am I here? 
What is my “raison d’être” and which 
audience am I targeting? You have to 
silence a previous demand for control 
and move to a process of co-creation. 
This is intelligent management of things 
that are constantly escaping you”.

An atypical online market. In China, 
it is necessary to accept local rules. In 
particular, the structure of the online 
market is highly specific, as the market 
share of brand websites is very small 
compared to the dominance of huge 
marketplaces. At Decathlon-China, for 
example, Tmall generated 80% of online 
sales in 2019 compared to only 20% for 
the Decathlon.cn own website. “In China, 

as in Japan, the luxury market is pre-
empted by the marketplaces,” explained 
Arnaud Louet, Deputy C.E.O. of Zadig 
& Voltaire fashion brand. “This is not 
the case in Europe, where e-commerce 
is essentially done on brand’s own 
websites. We would like to go faster 
by integrating new marketplaces more 
quickly, but it is so far a very time-
consuming process”. In China, instead of 
launching their own websites, retailers 
also have to learn to work with a traffic 
that is not theirs, but that is generated 
by Tmall (Alibaba). “When I sell on 
Tmall, it is neither my customers nor my 
consumer traffic,” continued Jonathan 
Siboni. “When I stop work, I may have 
delivered millions of products but I 
can’t communicate with my customers 
because I don’t have names, mobile 
numbers or addresses. I don’t have 
access to my final customer. That’s the 
reason why brands have to find the 
right balance between marketplaces 
and WeChat. When they operate a store 
on WeChat, this allows them to have 
private traffic and communicate directly 
with consumers. This is a critical issue.

A necessary offline presence. “I think 
that in the future we will need fewer 
stores in a given catchment area,” 
continued Alexandre Fauvet, C.E.O. of 
Fusalp. “What makes sense to me as a 
brand is to find the right mix between 
online and physical presence. In China, 
we opened 3 stores at the end of 2020 

in Beijing, Shanghai and Hangzhou, 
with a very fun and immersive concept. 
Honestly, I would never have imagined 
one year ago that we would be able to 
open stores in China without actually 
setting foot there. This required a 
certain amount of relinquishment to 
local teams, but the result is positive”.

A very expensive entry ticket. Finally, 
for all those we interviewed, the 
investment issue is a major one. “The 
entry ticket for China has exploded,” 
concluded Arnaud Fallevoz of the ID 
Kids Group. “Any brand or retailer 
that wants to enter China cannot say 
to itself, ‘I’m going to put one foot 
in the water and see what happens, 
because this first foot is extremely 
expensive”. Alexandre Fauvet, C.E.O. of 
Fusalp, makes the same observation. 
According to Fauvet, digital allows to 
quickly record sales, helping financing 
a brand’s awareness and reputation in 
China, but not generating an immediate 
profit. “Fusalp will soon be entering 
Tmall Luxury Pavilion, but we know 
that it will not be an immediate source 
of revenue,” he explained. “For two to 
three years, it will be more of a matter of 
investment, whilst we build our Chinese 
business. We plan to reinvest all the 
margin generated by the Tmall business 
in marketing and communication costs 
like influencers or social media.” This is 
a costly but necessary gamble to win 
Chinese sales. 

USE CASE. JACADI MAKES ITS DIGITAL SHIFT

In the global market for children 
apparel, the French retailer Jacadi is 
innovating all ways. In 2021 for the first 
time, the high-end fashion brand will 
record more sales abroad than in the 
domestic French market. “In 2020, 
Asia and the Gulf regions experienced 
a faster recovery, but the situation 
remains complicated in Americas, 
summarized Vincent Delmarre, Director 
of International Partners at Jacadi.
Having opened more than 10 new 

stores in 2020 and made inroads in 
three countries (Romania, Serbia and 
Uzbekistan), Jacadi will soon enter 
Algeria. As part of our vision to balance 
risks and opportunities, we believe that
international is a good way to balance 
risks and opportunities and to exploit 
new opportunities depending on the 
area.
 Another major innovation is the 
acceleration of e-commerce in countries 
where the business is operated via 
franchising agreements. In 2020, 
only three franchising partners out of 
30 had an e-commerce solution. By 
the end of 2021, it will be 100%. The 
Jacadi’s headquarters offer them a Web 
platform that complies with the brand 
positioning and standards, which is 
adaptable locally (payment solutions, 

logistical specificities, etc.). and can be 
easily replicated, in partnership with the 
Worlsellers agency. This requires a lower 
investment for the franchising partners.
Another strong shift is the new relation 
between Jacadi and big marketplaces. 
Started 18 months ago, the Jacadi’s 
range is now sold via 5 “marketplaces” 
(Melijoe, Sarenza, etc.). The brand has 
selected them according to 4 criteria: 
the guarantee of a “prestige marketing” 
that highlights the Jacadi brand, the 
promotion of Jacadi products in a 
dedicated shop-in-shop (and not just 
within a catalogue of products), 
the partner’s ability to make firm 
purchases and finally its ability to share 
data. It seems to be a good way to test 
new zones… to accelerate later in full 
ownership?
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Want open access  for your colleagues ?

contact Antoine Guerault 
aguerault@mind.eu.com 



  EUROPE

HOW CAN IKEA REACH THE YOUNGER GENERATION ?
In the retail industry, are podcasts a 
relevant marketing tool? Can we really 
rely on this format to sell furniture 
without consumers seeing anything? 
The Swedish company Ikea is taking 
a gamble. Closing a paper and PDF 
catalogue after more than 70 years, 
the home equipment retailer is now 
only offering an audio version (or 
podcast) of its catalogue. Organised 
into 13 chapters with a duration 
between 10 and 30 minutes, this 
catalogue is available for download 
on YouTube and Spotify, as well as on 
Audiobooks.com. 

The story describes the Ikea podcast 
as a journey for the ears and a source 

of design inspiration, taking listeners 
into the homes of 10 different families. 
It immerses them into 7 practical and 
inspiring sections, while describing 
the visuals page by page, in great 
details. The podcast also includes 
useful and fun “To Do” lists. Its goal is 
to drive more enquiries and sales via 
the Ikea website. “We are reinventing 
how we reach a new generation of 
consumers, through new channels,” 
explained Corinna Schuler, Head of 
Communications for Ikea in South 
East Asia. After proving results in the 
beauty retail industry for brands such 
as Bobbi Brown, will the podcast 
format catch on in other markets? 
Watch this space...   

IN THE U.K., JUSTIFICATION OF SALES AREAS IS UNDER 
REVIEW

In the United Kingdom, the rise of 
e-commerce raises a painful question 
for the department store sector. Are 
very large flagships still relevant in 
the post-Covid era? John Lewis (42 
department stores) is working on 
a project to redevelop its London 
flagship on Oxford Street and add 
office space. After closing 8 stores 
in July 2020, the partnership will 
also decide, by the end of March 
2021, on the fate of other units in 
the portfolio. The idea is either to 
partially convert them into other uses 
or to transfer them to new buildings. 
This is a direct result of the strong 
push in e-commerce in the U.K., 
which is putting a rising pressure on 
the yields of a retail space. During 
the 2020 financial year, John Lewis 
achieved 73% of its business online, 
compared to 42% a year earlier! 
Overall, annual sales fell by only 4% to 

reach GB£4 billion. Sales were driven 
by electronics, home appliances and 
children’s products.

Meanwhile, Marks and Spencer 
unveiled a redevelopment programme 
for a flagship store in Marble Arch. The 
Group plans to halve the retail space 
and convert several floors into offices. 
Much to the chagrin of Londoners, the 
famous 89-year-old flagship would be 
replaced by a 10-storey building with 
only 3 floors dedicated to retail. The 
retail space would fall from the current 
15,000 sq.m GLA to 8,400 sq.m 
GLA. If the project is approved, work 
will start in 2023 and be completed 
in 2027. Marks & Spencer hopes to 
“unlock additional value for the site,” 
said Sacha Berendji, Marks & Spencer’s 
Director of Retail and Property. “We 
are confident that demand for high 
quality office space with leisure 
facilities and close proximity to 
transport hubs will remain robust in 
the future”.

According to Joanna Perry, Director 
of Practicology, “In the U.K., physical 
store footfall fell by 39% in 2020. And 
in just twelve months, e-commerce 
has grown from 19.2% of retail sales 
in 2019 to 27.9% in 2020. In France, 
e-commerce represented 13% of 
retail in 2020 (Fevad) and 8% in Italy 
(Osservatorio e-commerce B2B, 
October 2020).   

IN SHORT 
Italy. E-commerce is progressing, 
except in the food sector. According 
to Fabrizio Valente, C.E.O. of the 
Milan-based consultancy Kikilab, 
the pace of adopting online retail in 
Italy is different, depending on the 
category. In non-food, market share 
gained an average of between 6 
points and 8 points between 2019 
and 2020. Household appliances 
and electronics lead the way, with 
e-commerce accounting for 34% 
of that market last year, up by 6 
points. This was followed by books 
and cultural products at 29% (+8 
points), fashion at 15% (+6 points) 
and furniture at 13% (+5 points). On 
the other hand, e-commerce reached 
a plateau in the food sector. Online 
grocery sales stagnated from 1% of 
that market in 2019 to just 1.7% in 
2020 (Osservatorio e-commerce B2C 
2020).

Russia adopts facial recognition 
payment. In March, the X5 Russian 
chain of supermarkets launched a 
facial recognition payment system in 
partnership with Visa and the state-
owned bank Sberbank. It is running 
for checkouts at 52 Perekrestok 
supermarkets and X5 set a target of 
3,000 stores equipped by the end 
of 2021. This innovative system only 
works for Sberbank customers who 
have given their consent to pay with 
facial recognition. This technology 
is advancing rapidly in Russia as 
surveillance cameras have been 
used to manage the Covid-19 crisis. 
However, it raised a number of issues 
in terms of state surveillance and data 
security. The Russian Digital Rights 
Association denounced Moscow’s 
mass use, abuse, data leakage and 
lack of consent. 

DIY. Britain’s Kingfisher soon in 
the Middle East. The B&Q brand, 
dedicated to professional customers, 
has signed a franchise agreement 
with the Al Futtaim Group to sell in 
Saudi Arabia and the Middle East. 
An e-commerce site and two 5,000 
sqm stores are expected for autumn 
2021 in Riyadh. Kingfisher stated that 
it wants to accelerate international 
expansion through a number of 
franchising agreements. Al Futtaim 
already has a strong presence in the 
D.I.Y. and home furnishing sectors, 
developing the Ikea brand in the 
region since 1991, the American 
retailer Ace Hardware (outdoor and 
DIY equipment) in the U.A.E., as well 
as the furniture retailers Homeworks 
and Homezone.

John Lewis does three quarters of its business 
online
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  SUPPLY CHAIN

FASHION. HOW TO ACCELERATE TIME TO MARKET?

Based in Hong Kong, Francesco Zancanaro is the Managing Director of the manufacturing company New Flame. He 
produces clothes for retailers such as Fila, Bra N’ Things, Champion, and Boxeur.

Can you present the New Flame 
company?
Francesco Zancanaro: New Flame has 
offices in Hong Kong, Bangladesh, and 
China. We own a factory in Qingdao 
(China) and have strategic agreements 
with 20 factories in Dhaka (Bangladesh). 
Dhaka is our first production hub. 
We provide an end-to-end service 
to retailers and brands, from design 
to sampling to bulk manufacturing 
and logistics. We are specialised in 
sportwear and intimate wear (including 
lingerie) both for adults and children 
(0-12 years). Last year was a good year 
for New Flame: sales grew by 15% in 
2020, as many people stayed at home 
and practiced sports, so our customers 
benefitted from this. We had no 
cancellations nor payment deferrals last 
year, which is good news. 

What does the fashion online shift 
mean as a manufacturer?
Francesco Zancanaro: Turnaround 

in terms of approvals, whether it is 
size, fitting or samples is now a lot 
shorter compared to what is used to 
be. When we receive orders, we need 
to be a lot faster in delivery. This is 
why 3D sampling is a good thing. More 
generally, e-commerce requires orders 
faster than physical stores. When you 
put an article online, the amount of 
time it takes to be completely sold 
out can be very short. The number of 
people visiting an online store can be 
equal to the footfall of a company’s 
whole retail network. Customers just 
click on a computer to buy. Some of 
our clients managed to absorb this shift 
successfully: one of them grew from 
20% of online sales in 2019 to 56% in 
2020 via a complete change of their 
design to market approach. 

How do you effectively reduce time to 
market?
Francesco Zancanaro: 3D garment 
sampling is a huge change for brands 
and manufacturers, and it’s here to 
last. What’s funny is that we tried it 5 
years ago, and nobody was interested. 
In 2020, we started working with the 
Korean software company Z-Emotion 
and the majority of customers now 
request sampling via our 3D platform. 
It’s a cost-saver for everybody. In 
20 minutes (compared to 20 days 
including shipping), the Z-Emotion 
platform creates 3D samples that look 
like real samples: you can see fabric 
texture, color, print, and fitted to precise 

measurements. Our fit avatars are made 
to the measurement specifications of 
our customers’ fit models. Brands can 
flex multiple iterations for the number 
of colors, prints, or shapes as they 
want. They use it for online sales, as 3D 
samples can go directly from factory to 
online stores. Brands thus reduce costs 
and their carbon footprint. Sampling 
uses a lot of resources and hit rates 
can be as low as 30%, so this causes 
significant waste. It is still in early stages, 
but some of our customers want to 
reach 20% to 30% of overall sampling to 
be done by 3D. 

What are the digital frontiers in the 
supply chain? 
Francesco Zancanaro: We signed a 
deal with QIMAOne, which allows us 
to track our factories remotely and 
receive seamless data on operations 
and manufacturing processes. We 
gain agility and we are now able to get 
benchmark data from factories in real 
time. To go further in the digitalisation 
of processes, I would love to see a 
platform that connects us and our 
customers seamlessly online. This would 
be a fabric library totally virtual, allowing 
to reduce time to market, increase 
sales opportunities and increase 
sustainability. We are going to test this 
with Z-Emotion in the coming months…
stay tuned!   

Francesco Zancanaro
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BECOMES
IS RELOCATION A REALISTIC OPTION ?

“Relocation is still an epiphenomenon, we don’t 
see it happening in the fashion retail sector for 
a number of reasons. Firstly, because of labor 
costs : fashion is based on manual manufacturing 
processes. A large-scale automation is not 
possible when the majority of the staff is working 
with sewing machines. Manufacturing capacity 
is the other reason. In Vietnam, 11 million people 
work in factories vs. 110 million people in China. 
This means that 2% of China’s manufacturing 
capacity corresponds to 20% of that of Vietnam. 
Moving factories back to the U.S. or to Europe is 
not a realistic option as their capacity remains too 
small vs. China.” 

Sébastien Breteau, C.E.O. of the QIMA company specialized in 
industrial audits.
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  AMERICAS

USA. BEST BUY PREPARES FOR A DIGITAL FUTURE

In the U.S., the profitable home-
appliances retailer Best Buy 
(comparable revenue up by 9.7% in 
2020) published its latest quarterly 
results. For the quarter ending 
January 2021, Best Buy reported that 
online sales accounted for 43% of 
its total U.S. business. That is almost 
double the figures of 12 months 
ago. Online sales jumped 90% in the 
quarter, which includes the holiday 
season, to US$ 6.7 billion. 
As a result, Best Buy unveiled 

plans to prepare the company for 
a more digital future. With shop 
traffic down by 15% in three-month 
period, the need for salespeople in 
stores diminished. After conducting 
21,000 redundancies in 12 months 
and allocating more store space to 
e-commerce order preparation, Best 
Buy is now encouraging employee 
flexibility. More than 50% of staff have 
already been trained in multi-tasking 
so that they know how to carry out 
several functions at the same time 
like telephone or video sales and local 
delivery of small parcels. This gives 
flexibility for staff to adapt to changes 
in customer demand.

“Customers have completely changed 
the way they shop,” said Corie Barry, 
C.E.O. of Best Buy. We are doing 
everything we can to adapt to this 
new reality, and we now feel that we 
need to adapt the staff to this new 
reality”.   

DEPARTMENT STORES. SAKS SETS UP A DEDICATED 
ONLINE ENTITY

In the United States, the Saks Fifth 
Avenue department stores (40 
units, annual turnover of around 
US$1 billion) made a radical choice. 
They are splitting business into 
two separate companies for either 
e-commerce or physical department 
stores. Eager to capitalize on the 
explosive growth of e-commerce, the 
retailer has raised US$ 500 million 
from the venture capital firm Insight 
Partners. This will be invested to 
speed up delivery times, manage 
returns and improve customer 
service. Saks hopes to provide a 
greater access to capital for its online 
business. “At the moment, investors 
don’t want to put money into physical 
stores,” said Richard Baker, C.E.O. 
of HBC, which owns Saks. “By doing 
this, we can demonstrate to investors 
the value of our online business”. The 
future online company will be led by 
Marc Metrick, current C.E.O. of Saks 
Fifth Avenue. Sebastian Gunningham, 
former Vice President of Amazon’s 
marketplace from 2007 to 2018, will 
be on the Board. 

On the customer side, this change will 
be minimal. Customers continue to 
order online and pick-up in stores, and 
exchange Web orders at stores. Saks.
com’s offer will be expanded, listing 
smaller and independent brands. 
In stores, salespeople will earn a 
commission on e-commerce sales.

“When digital started 20 years ago, 
choices had to be made and retailers 
directed their investments into 
physical retail,” said Marc Metrick, 
C.E.O. of Saks Fifth Avenue. Today, 
luxury is taking off online. We are 
not going to miss this opportunity 
again”. Indeed, in 2020, luxury goods 
purchased online represented 23% of 
the luxury market (Bain), up by 50% 
year-on-year. The valuations of pure-
players such as Farfetch, Zalando and 
Mytheresa Group (valued at US$2.3 
billion at the time of a recent listing) 
have soared. In the last quarter, 
the online turnover of Nordstrom’s 
department stores accounted for 
more than 50% of its total activity 
(+35% in annual evolution).   

IN SHORT 
Brazil’s coolest sneakers brand 
posts record sales. The sneakers 
manufacturer Cariuma, which 
incorporates natural and renewable 
materials such as bamboo and sugar 
cane into its products and promotes 
Brazilian manufacturing, said that 
it has been regularly breaking 
monthly sales records since May 
2020, without specific details. In 
2020, Cariuma launched two sneaker 
models in partnership with Pantone: 
its “Color of the Year 2020” trainers 
sold out in just five days with a 
waiting list of over 5,000 people. In 
September, it also launched sneakers 
for skateboarding, a sport that can 
be practiced alone and outdoors, 
which is currently exploding with the 
Covid crisis. Since the summer 2020, 
Cariuma has been planting 2 trees 
for every pair of shoes sold, and one 
tree for every person who subscribes 
to its newsletter! Although Cariuma 
is based in Rio de Janeiro, Los 
Angeles is one of its main markets. 
Competitors are Allbirds, Rothy’s and 
Veja. 

Almost one fifth of U.S. retail sales 
are online. This year, online sales 
are expected to grow by about 
20%, according to the National 
Retail Federation. In November and 
December 2020, almost one fifth of 
retail sales in the U.S.A. was online 
(19.4%). E-commerce was particularly 
dynamic during this holiday season, 
with sales up 23% on the previous 
year. After a +3.9% uplift in 2019 and 
+6.7% in 2020, the U.S. total retail 
market is expected to grow from 
+6.5% to +8.2% this year to reach 
more than US$ 4,330 billion, in a 
context of increased vaccination and 
a gradual re-opening of the economy. 

Gap is considering a departure from 
China. In the 3 months to the end of 
January, struggling fashion retailer 
Gap reported sales of US$4.42 billion, 
down by 5%. E-commerce accounted 
for 46% of its business. According 
to Bloomberg, the company has 
mandated Morgan Stanley to 
evaluate a potential sale of Chinese 
business. The Gap Group (owner of 
Gap, Banana Republic and Old Navy 
stores) has been selling in China since 
2010. The firm operates physical 
stores plus an online store on the 
Tmall marketplace (Alibaba). In 2020, 
Gap closed the Old Navy business in 
China. The business is undertaking 
a strategic review of options for 
European business, including possible 
store closure in the U.K., France, 
Ireland and Italy by the end of Q2.
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  ASIA IN SHORT 
The Korean e-commerce giant 
is eyeing the New York Stock 
Exchange. At the beginning of 
March 2021, the Korean e-commerce 
company Coupang went public in 
the U.S.A. with a valuation of US$109 
billion. This is the largest stock market 
listing in the U.S. since Alibaba Group 
went public in 2014. Rival Market 
Kurly, whose sales reached US$890 
million last year without making a 
profit, is also considering a listing 
by the end of the year. Based in 
Seoul, Market Kurly is a data-driven 
grocery online retailer. It uses data 
scientists to predict the daily catch 
of fishermen and how much fresh 
seafood it can offer on its Web site. 
South Korea has one of the highest 
e-commerce penetrations in the world 
(online accounts for 35.8% of retail) 
and has become a global laboratory, 
especially in food. 

Beauty. Faced with higher Asian 
competition, A.S. Watson is eyeing 
the Middle East. The Asian drugstore 
retailer A.S. Watsons aims to open 
100 stores in the Middle East by 2025 
via a franchising agreement with Al 
Futtaim. In China, the beauty market 
has reached a value of US$6.34 billion 
in 2020 via a 12% growth (Source 
Zhiyan Consulting). A.S. Watson has 
been facing a growing competition 
from new retailers such as Wow 
Colour, The Colorist, H.E.A.T. and 
Harmay, whose buyers and category 
managers, mainly born after 1990, 
are experts in product selection for 
local shoppers and social media 
management. Regarding online 
rivals, China’s beauty market is also 
seeing an array of online pure-players 
such as Perfect Diary, Florasis and 
Judydoll. 

Rental income rises for China’s 
luxury malls. The annual results of 
the major retail landlords show how 
much the closure of external borders 
benefited the luxury brands selling 
in China. It is the case for the Hong 
Kong-based Swire Pacific Group, 
which owns the luxury-oriented 
Taikoo shopping centers. In the Taikoo 
Hui centre in Guangzhou, retail sales 
jumped by 36% last year. In the HKRI 
Taikoo Hui centre in Shanghai, they 
increased by 15% over the year. In 
the Sino-Ocean Taikoo Li centre in 
Chengdu, they grew by 6%. Overall, 
the Group’s rental income increased 
by 5% last year to US$320 million.

LEGO. WHAT RETAIL CRISIS? 

For the Danish toy retailer Lego (678 
stores in the end of December), 2020 
was the year for breaking records. 
Boosted by successive lock downs 
worldwide and by Asia’s extreme 
dynamics, Lego’ profit reached €1.3 
billion last year (up by 19%) for a 
turnover of €5.87 billion. Net margin 
now stands at 27% of turnover. Sales 
growth doubled from +5.6% in 2019 to 
+13% in 2020. 

Brick-and-mortar remain at the heart 
of Lego’s war machine. In Macau (The 
Shoppes center in Venitian, opening in 
February 2021) or in Hangzhou (Hubin 
centre on 527 sq.m.), the stores are 
designed to be playful, fully immersive 

and “Instagrammable” with giant 
models and reproduction of iconic local 
monuments. “With these openings 
we reach more Chinese children and 
support them to learn through play,” 
said Paul Huang, Chief Executive Officer 
of Lego China. Other figures highlight 
Lego’s Chinese focus. In 2020, two thirds 
of the 134 new stores were in China. This 
year again, 80 of 120 new sites will open 
in China. 

For e-commerce, visitors to Lego.
com doubled to 269 million in 2020. In 
China, Lego has more than one million 
followers on the Tmall marketplace 
(Alibaba). Lego supports partners in 
the deployment of their e-commerce 
capabilities and is developing new types 
of customer relationships. In Germany, 
the store in Saarbrücken only offers 
customers visits by appointment in 
accordance with local regulations. Staff 
handle enquires and books 15-minute 
appointments. In order for customers 
to know what to buy, the website shows 
exactly what stock is available in the 
store ahead of their visit.  

THE COVID-19 CRISIS INCREASES LOGISTICS COSTS

Retailers in Europe, Asia and the U.S.A. 
are being hit by a global shortage of 
sea containers. Although 180 million 
containers are available worldwide, 
the increase in exports from China to 
Western countries led to an imbalance 
in China’s trade balance (three 
containers are exported for one being 
imported, according to Reuters) and 
a problem with container returns. 
This phenomenon, combined with the 
disruptions in ports and warehouses 
linked to staff with infection, entails an 
array of consequences. Merchandise 
is delayed at a port as container ships 
prefer to wait for a certain level of 
cargo. Turnaround times are getting 
longer and the price of containers 
has exploded. The cost of sending a 
12.2 metre container from China to 
the U.S.A. more than quadrupled in 
the last year. According to the US-
based Leisure and Outdoor Furniture 
Association, which represents 70 
furniture retailers, the cost of shipping 
from China or Indonesia to the U.S. 

has risen from US$1,200 last year to 
between US$7,000 and US$10,000 
today. 

As a consequence, many retailers 
are now struggling to supply 
their businesses with products, as 
experienced by the “Made in France” 
furniture retailer Gautier. “Our shipping 
timeline from France to the U.S.A. is 
currently about 15 days longer because 
the containers are not in the right 
places,” says the C.E.O. David Soulard. 
“This phenomenon started at the end of 
2020 and it should last until the summer 
of 2021. It is linked to the very strong 
imbalance in consumption observed 
across the globe in recent months”.

In 2020, Chinese exports of electronics, 
equipment for home office, toys and 
medical equipment have exploded. By 
the end of 2020, China’s commercial 
trade reached US$316.9 billion 
according to Chinese customs. This was 
a record level.  
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  PEOPLE

QUOTED FIRMS

Alibaba, Best Buy, Cariuma, Jacadi, 
John Lewis, Insight Partners, Kikilab, 
Lego, Marks & Spencer, New Flame, 
Practicology, Qima, Saks Fifth Avenue, 
Tmall, X5, Z-Emotion, Zalando…

RYAN COHEN BETS ON GAMESTOP AGAINST AMAZON 

Can the young and brilliant billionaire 
Ryan Cohen, who managed to beat 
Amazon in the “pet food” sector 
with his Chewy brand, achieve the 
same goal with GameStop, the video 
game and game console specialist 
that owns MicroMania? In any case, 
his interest in GameStop, which has 
been declining since fans preferred 
to buy video games on the Internet, 
has not gone unnoticed. This young 
34-year-old entrepreneur had 

already attracted the good graces 
of Wall Street in 2017 thanks to 
his masterstroke on Chewy, sold 
for US$3.5 billion to Petsmart. 
In September 2020, as an active 
investor (he is also one of Apple’s 
first shareholders), he set his sights 
on GameStop’s stock. He promised 
shareholders to turn the world’s 
largest video game retailer into a 
new Amazon in that sector. He took a 
12% stake in the American company 
founded by two Harvard alumni with 
the aim of refocusing the GameStop’s 
business (sales of US$ 6.47 billion in 
2020 via 7,000 stores worldwide) on 
e-commerce, which generated 25% 
of sales last year. However, faced 
with intense financial speculation that 
has gripped GameStop’s stock since 
January (the stock reached US$347 
on January 27, at its highest point), 
Ryan Cohen joined the Board of 
Directors of GameStop and directly 
took over the company, forcing the 
resignation of the Chief Financial 
Officer. This visionary entrepreneur 
has all the cards in his hand to win his 
bet against Amazon.  

SOPHIE BAMBUCK TO RESCUE EVERLANE’S REPUTATION  

Michael Preysman, Founder of 
Everlane, will need the talents of 
Sophie Bambuck, whom he has 
hired from the world’s giant Nike 
as the Marketing Director. Indeed, 
the Digital Native Vertical Brand 
has lost some of its shine since 
Bernie Sanders, former Democratic 
presidential candidate, pointed 

fingers at abuses in Everlane’s 
management methods (harassment, 
lack of diversity, racism). This public 
call to order, followed by an internal 
investigation that led to the dismissal 
of Creative Director Alexandra Spunt 
in July 2020, is having the worst 
effect. Indeed, the San-Francisco 
start-up (with an estimated 2020 
turnover of US$12.27 million) built its 
image since its creation in 2010 on 
“radical transparency” and honesty. 
The fact remains that Sophie 
Bambuck learned from the best. 
After starting her career with the 
BUA group in Lagos (Nigeria), Sophie 
joined Nike, which she only left for a 
year at Converse, before becoming 
VP Global Brand Marketing of Nike 
Sportswear. Like Procter & Gamble, 
which was once a renowned school 
in the consumer goods sector, Nike is 
becoming a true breeding ground for 
digital retail executives.  
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AGENDA 
THE ALIBABA’S TMALL GLOBAL 
SUMMIT
Thursday March 25, 5PM CET Time
Powering your business to go Global. This 
90-minute webinar, hosted by Coresight 
Research, will present the Chinese retail 
landscape and its opportunities. It will 
explain how retailers can enter China 
online via the Tmall Global platform. The 
marketplaces operated by Alibaba have 
over 800 million monthly active users. 
With:
 - Deborah Weinswig, CEO & Founder of 
Coresight Research

 - A focus of the Nuria Beauty and Antica 
Farmacista brands

Inscription link

FUTURE OF RETAIL. 10 TRENDS FOR A 
TRANSFORMING WORLD
Thursday March 25, 7PM CET Time
Co-organized by Oracle Net Suite, 
this webinar will present the 10 major 
transformations that are reshaping retail 
businesses worldwide: from offline stores 
to e-commerce, from contactless payment 
to the acceleration of grocery online sales, 
from the massive adoption of click & 
collect to the deployment of online fitness 
classes... which trends are here to last and 
how can they turn into opportunities?
With:
 - Zia Daniell Wigder, Vice-President of 
Contents, Insider Intelligence

 - Matthew Rhodus, Senior Director, 
Oracle NetSuite

Inscription link  

FAST FASHION 2021 IN DISCUSSION
Tuesday March, 30, 2021, 2PM CET Time 
Organised by the London-based 
Ecommerce Retailing group, this webinar 
will present the different growth vectors, 
the response of retailers to the sanitary 
crisis and how pure-players such as 
Zalando and Boohoo have fared.
Inscription link

10 JAPANESE FRANCHISE BRANDS 
IN FOCUS
Tuesday April 6 2021, 2PM CET Time
Are you seeking a new venture or planning 
to diversify your business? Japan is well 
known for its high-quality products so 
finding specific reputable franchise brands 
from them is easy. This webinar will 
highlight some of the successful Japanese 
brands that ventured into the Middle East. 
“Japanese Franchise Brands in Focus”, will 
be held on the 6th April 2021 from 17:00-
18:00 Dubai time.
Inscription link

https://www.alibabapowersbusinesses.com/tmall-global-event
https://on.emarketer.com/Webinar-20210325-OracleNetsuite-FutureofRetail-MeettheAnalyst_BusRegpage.html
https://forms.internetretailing.net/irms/form/RegisterforUpcomingWebinarsIR/formperma/b1eLWnyZvSrwBJtZbbCgPCvyUQ14jkKjKb4b4uCgfc4?webinars=Fast%20Fashion%202021%20in%20discussion%20-%20Tue,%20Mar%2030,%202:00%20PM%20-%203:00%20PM%20GMT
https://online.index.ae/event?event=PEH9n&type=ddkp

